Abstract Given the growing number of older adults with multimorbidity who are prescribed multiple medications, clinicians need to prioritize which medications are most likely to benefit and least likely to harm an individual patient. The concept of time to benefit (TTB) is increasingly discussed in addition to other measures of drug effectiveness in order to understand and contextualize the benefits and harms of a therapy to an individual patient. However, how to glean this information from available evidence is not well established. The lack of such information for clinicians highlights a critical need in the design and reporting of clinical trials to provide information most relevant to decision making for older adults with multimorbidity. We define TTB as the time until a statistically significant benefit is observed in trials of people taking a therapy compared to a control group not taking the therapy. Similarly, time to harm (TTH) is the time until a statistically significant adverse effect is seen in a trial for the treatment group compared to the control group. To determine both TTB and TTH, it is critical that we also clearly define the benefit or harm under consideration. Well-defined benefits or harms are clinically meaningful, measurable outcomes that are desired (or shunned) by patients. In this conceptual review, we illustrate concepts of TTB in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of statins for the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease. Using published results, we estimate probable TTB for statins with the future goal of using such information to improve prescribing decisions for individual patients. Knowing the relative TTBs and TTHs associated with a patient's medications could be immensely useful to a clinician in decision making for their older patients with multimorbidity. We describe the challenges in defining and determining TTB and TTH, and discuss possible ways of analyzing and reporting trial results that would add more information about this aspect of drug effectiveness to the clinician's evidence base.
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Because the prevention and treatment of chronic conditions rely heavily on pharmacologic therapy, having multiple chronic conditions or multimorbidity results in recommendations of multiple medications [2, 3] . Almost one-fifth of older adults take ten or more medications in a given week [4] . While medications can be essential in treating chronic disease, prescribing additional medications increases the risk of adverse drug reactions [5] . In observational studies, polypharmacy is associated with functional decline and may negatively impact other chronic conditions [6] .
Most clinical practice guidelines for chronic conditions still focus on one disease [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] . While guidelines help to guide the care of patients with that condition, patients with multimorbidity must consider multiple risks and benefits associated with the management of all their conditions [2, 11] . The treatments beneficial for one disease may be harmful for another (e.g., diuretics for heart failure exacerbating urinary incontinence). The benefit of a medication could be more difficult to achieve in the presence of one or more comorbidities because of changes in pharmacokinetics (e.g., decreased clearance due to chronic kidney disease), drug interactions (e.g., warfarin for atrial fibrillation), the patients' function (e.g., difficulty with adherence due to dementia), or life expectancy (e.g., endstage heart disease or malignancy) [12] .
In patients with multimorbidity taking multiple medications, there are less certain benefits and greater susceptibility to harms. One must also consider whether prescribing all the medications suggested by applicable guidelines is in the best interest of a particular patient, making it the primary care clinician's role to prioritize the recommended pharmacologic treatments for an older patient with multimorbidity [3] . In such situations, information on a drug's time to benefit (TTB), which we define as the time until a medication's effect is evident in a population, could be helpful to increase a medication's priority. Indeed, as a patient ages and accumulates new conditions, and life expectancy becomes increasingly limited, it may be necessary to re-evaluate current medications and consider de-escalation of treatments that no longer offer net benefits [13] . The lack of information on TTB highlights a critical need in clinical trial design in order to provide information for clinicians that could help this prioritization process.
A number of strategies have been proposed for safely prescribing therapies for older adults with multimorbidity. These include the reduction of high risk or inappropriate medications [14] [15] [16] , the careful use of medications most likely to cause adverse drug reactions [17] , the promotion of safer prescribing practices [18] , and the use of algorithms to provide more individualized therapy to high-risk individuals [19] . However, even treatments considered safe and effective for older people need to be prioritized and streamlined to reduce the burden of medication use, reduce cost, and create a rational treatment strategy based on a patient's entire profile [20] rather than recommending all medications from all applicable individual disease guidelines.
Among commonly prescribed drugs, prioritization is most important when considering long-term preventive therapies (which typically have the longest time to benefit) such as hypertension control for prevention of stroke, cholesterol management for prevention of coronary artery disease, and glucose control for management of microvascular complications [13, 21] . Risk-benefit tradeoffs have to be considered, especially if the patient is advanced in age or has diminished life expectancy due to their health status. An early guideline to recommend consideration of life expectancy when prescribing a long-term preventive therapy was California Healthcare Foundation/American Geriatrics Society guidelines for the care of older patients with diabetes [22] .
TTB has previously been proposed as part of a strategy to improve prioritization of medications for individuals [20, [23] [24] [25] . The development of statistical computing methods in the 1960s made it possible to detect preventive benefits of cardiovascular medications for large numbers of patients studied in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The standard for demonstrating clinical benefit became relative risk reduction (RRR) and statistical significance [26] . Later, standards for controlled drug trials proposed routine reporting of an effect size measure related to absolute risk reduction (ARR) rather than relative risk reduction, with suggestions to state the number needed to treat (NNT), which is the reciprocal of ARR [27] . NNT should be reported over a specific amount of time, but the emphasis has been on the effect size, not the time. TTB is a related concept to NNT, focused on the likelihood of realizing an identified, statistically significant, and clinically relevant benefit (or harm) in a time frame that is likely to impact the patient in their remaining life expectancy (RLE).
In this review, we discuss the concept of TTB as a potentially valuable piece of information that would allow clinicians to better judge a patient's potential for achieving a benefit associated with a medication under consideration-particularly when the individuals concerned are older, have limited RLE, or have multimorbidity. The need for greater individualization in older patients arises because the likelihood of realizing a drug's benefit is likely to be influenced by whether an individual's estimated RLE exceeds the time needed to realize a drug's known benefit. Similarly, for patients with multimorbidity, life expectancy may be decreased because of multiple chronic conditions, and the benefit of treating any specific condition may be uncertain. TTB and time to harm (TTH) have not been rigorously defined and incorporated into the design of RCTs. Much work is needed to develop statistical procedures for estimating TTB and TTH so that this information can be routinely reported in clinical trials.
We propose the evaluation of a preventive drug's TTB using information in a RCT as a function of: (1) a measure of the time required to observe a drug's clinical effectiveness and (2) the effect size of the medication in terms of relative risk reduction or NNT. We illustrate how information in existing drug trials can currently be used to estimate TTB information for older persons. In this article we extract elements of TTB using trials of statins, a wellstudied preventive medication that is commonly prescribed to both older patients and patients with multimorbidity. We discuss the potential possibilities and limitations of extrapolating this TTB information to clinical care of individuals.
Search Strategy and Data Evaluation
For this narrative review, we incorporated results from trials of statin medications as specific case examples of TTB data. We focused primarily on randomized controlled trials of statins for primary (rather than secondary) prevention: i.e., people with a low to moderate risk of 10-year cardiovascular mortality, corresponding to a calculated Framingham risk score of \10 % or 10-20 %, respectively. We identified trials for review if they were included in a 2011 Cochrane Database systematic review and metaanalysis of statin trials for the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease [28] . We then added studies from a second meta-analysis for review based on Cochrane criteria and whether the statin trial was conducted on populations with low to moderate cardiovascular risk [29] . Wherever possible, we extracted data from sub-samples of older patients within the trials, if reported. Finally, we conducted general searches with ''HMG Co-A reductase inhibitors'' as a Medical Subject Heading term, ''statin'' and ''time to benefit'' text terms, and combinations of the above terms. This set of searches yielded additional background information on statins and time to benefit.
In total, seven RCTs from the Cochrane Database systematic review [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and two RCTs from the second meta-analysis [37, 38] matched our inclusion criteria. We used a more recent publication of long-term follow-up data for one of the trials originally identified in the Cochrane review [39] . All studies were evaluated for TTB data. We developed a structured data extraction tool (available upon request) for elements of TTB described below (trial length, population of focus, cardiovascular events, relative risk, number needed to treat, visually representative data of TTB, and effect on older subsamples, if any). Each article was abstracted and compared by at least two authors (HH, LM, MY, and CB). We also identified whether trials made any specific mention of multimorbidity. Finally, we looked for any information relevant to timing of adverse events or TTH.
Time to Benefit (TTB): Definitions in Populations
Versus Individuals
Although our aim is to discuss the epidemiologic aspects of TTB, we first acknowledge that the ideal TTB for a medication would be the time necessary for an individual patient to gain various benefits of all kinds that exceed all the potential harms-rather than the average TTB for the population from which the patient belongs. The patient-specific TTB depends on an individual's social and biological context. The social environment, such as factors affecting access and adherence to medications, has been well documented in prior literature [40] . TTB can be conceived in a biological context as a potentially continuous and cumulative benefit after a drug reaches its intended target and causes enough change to reach a measurable threshold that results in an observed outcome. A maximum amount of benefit or a plateau may exist as the drug may saturate its effect at a receptor or in an organ system. The biological concept of TTB is related to surrogate endpoints that are measured to detect the consequences of drug action at its target. However, the time to effect for surrogate endpoints may not be the same as time to benefit for patient-important outcomes.
Time to benefit is not a new concept in statins [41] . Statins reduce the synthesis of cholesterol by blocking HMG Co-A reductase, which ultimately leads to a measurable reduction in LDL cholesterol. Additional pleiotropic and anti-inflammatory effects of statins also lead to the reduction in arterial intima media thickness as well as stabilization of atherosclerotic plaques [42, 43] .
Because individual TTB depends on multiple social and biologic factors, we believe that true individual TTB cannot be measured. Thus, we must turn to RCTs, scientific studies of populations of patients, to evaluate TTBdefined as the time for a population to realize the intended benefit of the medication. To make results of RCTs relevant to clinical care, we focus on outcomes that are clinically substantial, measurable, and important to patients. In contrast to the ideal concept of individual TTB, the TTB that we can extract from RCTs is tied specifically to each reported outcome. In the case of statins, important outcomes include all-cause mortality, stroke, or cardiovascular events. We postulate that population-based TTB can be gleaned from the results of clinical trials. For patients with multimorbidity, the challenge is gleaning results that we can use to estimate their individual TTB, accounting for competing risks posed by their other conditions and treatments for the other conditions.
Time to Harm
Similar conceptually to TTB, time to harm (TTH) is the amount of time required for a therapy to cause harm. A drug's action at one receptor may cause both benefit and harm, or a drug could cause harm via a separate biologic mechanism. Hypothetically, the TTB and TTH could be similar, but this is not necessarily the case. One example is amiodarone, which slows the heart rate and reduces the risk of mortality due to sudden cardiac death over relatively short periods of time, but over longer time it can result in pulmonary fibrosis [44] . Alternatively, TTH can be unpredictable, and a drug's harms could derive from an action unique or unrelated to its beneficial actions. An example of this is extrapyramidal side effects of antipsychotic medications, which can occur early or late in the course of long-term treatment [45] .
For some therapies, mild harms are seen early and benefits are seen much later. In such cases, short-term side effects are minor and are worth the long-term gain from benefits. One example is antidepressant medications, where patients endure the immediate gastrointestinal or neuropsychiatric side effects to achieve the more important potential remission from their depression [46] .
If one is trying to balance a harm versus a benefit, and if they are similarly valued, then the next most useful information is to understand whether TTH is shorter or longer than TTB. When harms are seen much later than benefits, knowing the optimum duration of therapy to achieve the maximum benefit with the least harm could help in decision making about whether to continue or stop the therapy. An example of this is seen in bisphosphonate therapy, where benefit in terms of hip fracture prevention occurs in approximately 1.5 years-and thus, not instantaneouslyyet atypical fracture risk increases over more than 2 or even 5 years of therapy [47] .
TTB for the Individual Patient in a Clinical Setting
An individual patient can only serve as his or her own control by undertaking a short-term trial, for example, taking doses of medications to test for symptom relief. However, for preventive medications, the potential benefit is the reduction of a rare, undesirable outcome. Benefits of preventive medicine can only occur over the long-term, and we can only observe preventive benefits by comparing treatment and control groups. In the case of prevention, when a medication works, a clinical event of interest either does not occur or its occurrence is delayed. Thus, the time element involved to reach the benefit is critical for a patient to understand the balance between the benefits and harms of a treatment [48, 49] . An important caveat when applying TTB information estimated from a trial is the possibility that TTB could vary greatly among individual trial participants. We may make the assumption that the information obtained at the group level is applicable to all individuals in a trial, but even within the RCT there may be meaningful heterogeneity of treatment effect [50] [51] [52] [53] . Thus, applying the results of a trial to an individual patient with multimorbidity could substantially over-or underestimate TTB for the individual.
Understanding the magnitude of benefit is equally important to TTB for clinical decision-making. Measures such as relative risk reduction (RRR), absolute risk reduction (ARR), and number needed to treat (NNT) must be extrapolated from clinical trials and applied to the individual patient's situation. However, participants in trials may have meaningful differences in baseline risk for an outcome, and furthermore, may differ substantially from patients in clinical practice [50] . Because RCTs typically exclude patients with conditions that pose additional risk, patients in RCTs are less likely to have multimorbidity [54] . This means that the baseline risk for any clinically important outcome may be different in trial participants. This raises doubts about the applicability of trial evidence to the individual patient seen in clinical practice. Thus, we must also interpret the results of RCTs in light of the studied population's baseline risk and estimate what the magnitude of benefit would be for our multimorbid patients. Finally, evaluating measures of effect such as RRR and ARR may also assume that the reduction in risk is constant over time. However, risk reduction (and conversely, the likelihood of adverse effects) could be substantially different at different time points after the initiation of a preventive therapy.
TTB in Clinical Trials of Statins
The TTB in an RCT is the amount of time required to observe a significant, measurable effect in a group of patients treated with a therapy compared to a control group. We found that few statin trials reported the exact number of years or months to observe statistical benefit. Rather, the only information we had was that the benefit was statistically significant by the end of the trial. For statins, the TTB for reduction in risk of fatal and non-fatal myocardial infarction (MI) in primary prevention ranged between 1.9 and 5.3 years, based on the trial duration of the several trials that showed a significant benefit of statin therapy [31, 32, 34, 38] . We had to assume that if the RCT found benefit, then the TTB was no larger than the trial duration.
The trial duration differs between patients: those recruited at the end are sometimes only enrolled for a few months, while those enrolled in the beginning could be followed for 7-8 years. Therefore, we used median or mean follow-up time (whichever was reported) as the TTB for most trials. Thus, our estimate of the range of TTB for statin trials for MI prevention (2-5 years) using median trial time as the TTB metric must also be viewed in light of patients' participation over a varying amount of time. The other limitation of using median or mean trial time is that we only used the trials with positive benefit. It is not clear how to estimate TTB in trials that did not show a benefit. For example, in the ASPEN trial, statin therapy had a relative risk of 0.81 for MI but the results were not significant [33] ; thus, the TTB is greater than the median or mean trial follow-up time. The information about TTB that is taken from a single study or even a body of literature could inaccurately estimate the true TTB unless a meta-analysis is conducted that includes data from positive and negative trials. Pooling data from multiple trials of varying duration may uncover benefits that occur earlier or later than those seen in an individual trial.
The TTB information obtained from statin trials for allcause mortality is shown in Table 1 . The information on benefit includes the hazard ratio or relative risk, NNT, and TTB, for statin trials that used all-cause mortality as one of their endpoints. Most trials did not show a reduction in allcause mortality with statin treatment. Two trials showed a benefit: ACAPS showed a mortality benefit in 3 years with RR = 0.12 (95 % CI 0.02-0.99) and NNT of 65 [30] , and JUPITER showed a benefit in 1.9 years with HR = 0.80 (95 % CI 0.67-0.97) and NNT 182 [38] . Neither study reported information on whether a benefit was achieved earlier than the trial duration; thus, it cannot be determined whether TTB was shorter than the trial duration. The PROSPER trial included adults aged 70-82 with a high prevalence of comorbid conditions, and all-cause mortality was not significantly different for treatment compared to placebo groups [35] . These results were not included in the table because the event rates were not reported separately for the high-risk secondary prevention group and the moderate-risk primary prevention group.
Unlike TTB, it is more difficult to assess TTH. TTB can be estimated from studies that test hypothesized benefits of a medication based on pre-set beneficial outcomes studied in a trial. Harms could be expected side effects of therapy or unexpected adverse events that are not attributed to therapy. If adverse events are reported as a total number of events during a trial's duration, then like TTB, TTH would be considered to be no larger than the study median or mean follow-up time. When evaluating TTH, it is possible that the effect of a medication is in the direction of harm, yet not statistically significant. In this case, there is potential TTH for that medication, and if the trial went on for long enough, there would be a statistically significant harm. However, because trials end at their pre-specified time or earlier because of a benefit seen in the primary outcome, the actual TTH is unknowable, and thus the results also cannot be easily compared with TTH information of other trials. Even more important is the concern that the applicability of TTH information to patients with multimorbidity is much more problematic than TTB, as patients with multimorbidity may have multiple additional risk factors for adverse effects while on multiple treatments.
In the case of statins, common harms reported in RCTs include myopathy, myalgias, rhabdomyolysis, and transaminase elevations [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . For many studies, there were no significant differences in adverse events in treated and placebo groups. No trials reported any information on the rate at which such events occurred in either group, and it is thus not possible to glean TTH from any of the RCTs. Not surprisingly, no trials reported adverse event rates among subgroups of older adults or those with multimorbidity.
If a clinical trial explores more than one outcome, such as when the primary endpoint is actually a composite of different endpoints (e.g., MI or stroke or revascularization or cardiovascular death), then there is a different TTB for each outcome. If a statistically significant benefit of a therapy is not seen for a particular outcome, then there are two possibilities: (1) there is no true effect on that outcome (TTB = infinity) or (2) the TTB is longer than the length of the trial. The PROSPER study showed a significant reduction in risk of cardiovascular events in a TTB of 3 years, but no significant reduction in risk of stroke. The authors concluded that if PROSPER had continued for a longer duration a significant reduction might have been achieved, similar to other studies that demonstrated a TTB for stroke of more than 3 years [37] . Another possibility is that had PROSPER trial enrolled a larger number of people, they might have seen a TTB for stroke in less than 3 years. In other words, we cannot separate power to detect benefit and TTB. In the case of trials that are stopped early due to achieving a primary outcome, there can be an argument made that pre-specific subgroups that did not meet criteria for stopping should be allowed to continue, because they are still in a state of clinical equipoise, and therefore allowing them to reach TTB for the main and/or secondary outcomes would benefit future older and multimorbid patients. In the PROSPER trial, for example, women did not have a significant benefit for any cardiovascular outcome for the trial's duration [37] . If the women had been allowed to continue then we may have observed a reduction in disease, requiring a longer (but still reasonable) TTB if benefit was achieved within 1-2 years of the early stop date. As shown in the table, some trials reported the results of subgroup analyses for specific outcomes (but NNT/year = the number needed to treat in 1 year, assuming constant benefit over the years of the trial b TTB is not reported for trials with non-significant results and is listed as N/A for trials in which TTB could not be visually inspected from a survival curve or cumulative incidence function not all outcomes) among older vs. younger groups, risk categories, and single comorbid conditions, for example. No trials reported the prevalence of multimorbidity, and no trials included a subgroup analysis for those with multimorbidity. Some trials in which the actual TTB is shorter than the mean follow-up time may report the earlier time at which a significant difference in outcome is first seen, in which case this is the TTB for that ARR. Knowing a more precise TTB is more clinically useful than using mean trial time. TTB could be achieved in a shorter time than the end of the trial if monitoring occurred frequently enough to detect the statistically significant benefit earlier. In such a case, a trial might be stopped earlier if the benefit is seen for the primary outcome, and the median or mean follow-up time would be the appropriate TTB for that outcome. When regular data safety monitoring analyses occur frequently, results of TTB could be reported for all outcomes at earlier time pointseven if the benefit does not result in stopping the trial. In the Treating to New Targets trial, people with a first cardiovascular event were randomized to high versus low dose atorvastatin and followed for a median time of 4.9 years. The HR for subsequent cardiovascular events (a composite outcome of the occurrence of any of several cardiac events) was significantly lower in the high-dose group by month 16 with an ARR of 2.2 %, and the difference remained significant for the duration of the trial [55] . Thus, we consider the TTB for this trial as 16 months, and this is a more clinically useful metric for TTB than mean trial time for the Treating to New Targets trial, which was 4.9 years.
Recognizing TTB in a RCT from Survival and Cumulative Incidence Curves
For this review, we also examined graphical representations of survival (usually labeled as Kaplan-Meier survival function) or accumulation of events over time (usually labeled as the cumulative incidence function) in treatment versus control groups. This method of visual observation of the separation of either the survival or incidence curves has been previously described for cancer screening and for statin benefits [41, 49] . We are concerned, however, that trials may not be designed to assess participants for an outcome in a time interval small enough to determine a precise TTB. Visually inspecting a cumulative incidence function or survival curve can suggest TTB but cannot determine whether this TTB was significantly different in the treatment versus the control group at that time point. We found that many trials of statins had statistically insignificant results but visually the survival curves or cumulative incidence functions appeared to separate before the trial was complete. In these cases, a clinician may wonder whether benefit may have been achieved for that particular outcome if the trial had continued for a longer time. Figure 1a , b shows the survival and cumulative incidence curves for two statin trials, demonstrating the typical visual representation of TTB information when it is available.
TTB Complements (and Does Not Replace) Other Measures of Drug Effectiveness
It is important to note that existing measures of drug effectiveness are still critical to understanding TTB; therefore, TTB adds to and does not replace the existing methods in use. We found in our review that we were able to evaluate whether statins were beneficial using the relative risk (RR) or odds ratio (OR) for having an outcome for the treatment group compared to the control group or using the hazard ratio (HR) for event per unit of time in the treatment group compared to the control group in the case of time-to-event data. Building on the RR, OR, or HR, the absolute risk reduction (ARR) should also ideally be reported to understand the true magnitude of a benefit. Finally, the NNT is sometimes reported and can be calculated from most reported trial data when it is not readily available, as 1/ARR. One example of how to estimate NNT would be to use the reported RR and presume that all patients were followed for the mean or median follow-up time for the entire study. In the JUPITER trial, which reported a 20 % reduction in risk of mortality and an absolute risk reduction of 0.55 %, the NNT is calculated as 1/ARR, or 182. Since the median follow-up time was 1.9 years, we would interpret that 182 patients need to be treated over 2 years to prevent one death [38] . The TTB for avoiding the one death is thus likely within 2 years. Next, the TTB complements the effect size (NNT) because both can be interpreted in light of clinical meaningfulness. A clinically meaningful effect size is conventionally determined, e.g., by care providers and by society, and is affected by economic trends such as cost of treatment or cost of side effects. For example, a NNT of 30 (or absolute risk reduction of 1/30) might be less acceptable for an expensive or burdensome treatment, but an NNT of 30 might be acceptable for a treatment that prevents a particularly worrisome outcome like stroke or death. However, a NNT of 1,000 (or absolute risk reduction of 1/1,000) might be hard to justify for a treatment that carries a small benefit but a high amount of risk, but could be suitable for a very inexpensive, low-risk treatment or for one that prevents a common infection like influenza. We propose that with better reporting of TTB, we can begin to weight a clinically acceptable TTB as a complement to NNT.
Last, NNT, ARR, and the TTB provide an absolute sense of the likelihood of benefit. Similarly, the TTH and number needed to harm (NNH) are analogous concepts that can help to provide an absolute sense of the likelihood of adverse effects. Because the units of comparison are absolute, in contrast to RRR, having all four measures (NNH, TTH, NNT, and TTB) allows for better overall estimate of net benefit (or net harm).
The Intimate Relationship Between TTB and Trial Design
Nearly all aspects of trial design can affect the TTB: sample size, primary endpoint, target effect size, and interim monitoring and stopping rules. A shorter TTB means that a significant beneficial effect is seen sooner.
• A trial with a larger sample size would likely result in a shorter TTB, if all other parameters are held constant. Conversely, a smaller target effect size or a stringent stopping rule for the primary endpoint will yield a shorter TTB.
• If a study's duration is shorter than the actual TTB, a significant benefit will not be seen.
• If a trial aims to detect a greater magnitude of effect, keeping other parameters of the study design constant, then a longer TTB is required to achieve statistical significance.
• Use of an individual endpoint such as stroke, as opposed to a composite endpoint that includes stroke, will result in a longer TTB.
It is important to understand that the TTB estimated from an RCT should not be conflated with the biological TTB. The TTB is set a priori for the RCT based on available information or a plausible estimation of the minimum TTB-which may be based in some part on the biological TTB-needed for the primary outcome.
Individualizing Therapy Using TTB and TTH to Make Clinical Decisions About Preventive Therapies
In preventive medicine, there are many choices for therapies to treat multiple chronic conditions. We posit that if we could measure TTB or TTH accurately, TTB and TTH could be used to prioritize the treatments that are most likely to help and least likely to harm a patient in a shorter time. For patients with limited RLE, we could use the information to preferentially use medications with short TTB in favor of those requiring a longer TTB [13] . Intuitively, individual patients with a short estimated RLE are not likely to achieve benefit from therapies with a long TTB. Similarly, if TTH is relatively shorter than RLE, but TTB is possibly longer, then a therapy might be less likely to be used due to concerns that a patient will only see harms but not benefits from a therapy. The lower prioritization of statin therapy has been proposed for patients with a limited RLE, with the recommendation that many patients could discontinue statins on the basis of TTB greatly exceeding RLE [56] . Information on TTB and TTH needs to be more accessible to clinicians to be useful for decision making in the individual patient encounter where multiple therapies are being prioritized in the context of short RLE. With the increasing recognition that older persons and particularly patients with multimorbidity face a growing Fig. 1 a The cumulative incidence function from the ASCOT-LLA trial for the primary endpoint of non-fatal MI and fatal coronary heart disease [62] . Treatment with atorvastatin was associated with a 36 % reduction in the risk of the primary endpoint with a median follow-up of 3.3 years. One could speculate, but could not be certain, whether TTB was earlier than 3.3 years, unless it was reported in the trial. One also cannot quantify the ARR at an earlier time point with certainty. Reprinted from Sever et al. [62] , copyright (2003), with permission from Elsevier. b The survival curve from the PREVEND-IT trial for cardiovascular events in subjects with microalbuminuria [35] . In this case, treatment with pravastatin did not prevent cardiovascular events, and this can be clearly seen on the survival curve, showing no sustained separation between treatment and placebo. Reprinted with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health from Asselbergs et al. [35] complexity of polypharmacy, there is a great need and an interest in finding strategies to optimally manage a patient's entire profile of medications and conditions. To minimize inappropriate medications, reduce unnecessary therapies, and practice more conservative prescribing, a consistent theme that has emerged is that estimating the absolute benefits and harms of treatments also requires some attempt at understanding the likelihood of achieving these effects in the individual patient [23, 57] . Likelihood of benefit necessitates a comparison of a patient's estimated RLE with the TTB and TTH. Thus, TTB and TTH along with NNT could aid the complex process of trying to simultaneously consider all of a patient's competing conditions and treatments.
Using TTB to Aid in Treatment Decisions in the Context of Multimorbidity
We speculate that in a patient with multimorbidity, no single analytic model or nomogram can give us a reliable answer regarding how to prioritize all of a patient's medications. Life expectancy can be estimated using various risk tools available [58] or global measures of reserve such as functional status or frailty [59, 60] . We propose using remaining life expectancy to frame the information on TTB as the patient's likelihood of seeing a benefit by using a certain medication in their remaining lifetime. Comparing prognostic information to the information on TTB for multiple therapies for multiple conditions could help a clinician prioritize the therapies most likely to be effective for the individual patient. Using TTB information also necessitates an assumption that benefit accrues linearly over time, and this may not be true. Knowing what the actual benefit is that corresponds to TTB is critical to interpreting whether the benefit is relevant to a patient with multimorbidity. TTB will be less useful when the benefit relates to surrogate endpoints of disease control and these surrogate end points do not correspond to a patient's stated preferences. TTB might be estimable for outcomes such as mortality or composite primary endpoints (such as all cardiac and cerebrovascular events), but might not be able to be extrapolated for outcomes like loss of functional status and independence.
TTB information is most needed when a patient has a diminishing RLE (on the order of less than 5 years) and preventive therapies are being considered for which TTB may exceed RLE. Using the TTB or TTH or a medication that is associated with a benefit that is highly preferred by a patient will help to prioritize multiple medications in people with multimorbidity.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Prescribing for the growing number of older persons with multimorbidity will require careful prioritization among multiple therapies effective for chronic conditions. The use of the concept of TTB in clinical decision-making, and the important methodological issues that underlie it, are in infancy compared to many of the current standards of reporting of randomized controlled trials [27] . TTB can be estimated from RCTs, although more methodological work is needed to understand how the estimation of TTB depends on study design characteristics. TTB can be incorporated into a prescribing decision when considering the multiple therapies a person is eligible to receive. For such information to be available, trials would need to specify a priori earlier time points at which a significant and meaningful benefit might be achieved and would need to demonstrate the TTB as the earliest time measurable when time to event curves diverge for treatment vs. control groups. In addition, populations of older and/or multimorbid adults would need to be specified in whom subgroup analysis for the primary and composite outcomes would be conducted, with the consideration of TTB in these groups as well. Ultimately, having more precise information on TTB from trials on more common medications commonly prescribed to patients with multimorbidity, such as statins, will improve clinical decisionmaking. Last, because our focus is on older patients with multimorbidity, we argue that TTB should be reported in all RCTs of preventive medications for all outcomes, and for subgroups of older (e.g., age 65 and older) and multimorbid adults (e.g., those with the index condition plus at least one other moderate-to-severe co-morbidity) in the trial. Armed with appropriately conducted subgroup results on TTB, clinicians will be better prepared to estimate what a multimorbid patient's personal TTB might be [61] .
